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A NOTE ON THE INVERSE PROBLEM FOR THE
COHOMOLOGY VANISHING THEOREM

BY SHUN-ICHI ETO

In the previous paper [2], we considered some properties of strongly q-
convex spaces with positive vector bundles. The cohomology vanishing theorem
played an important role there.υ An inverse problem now arises whether the
cohomology vanishing theorem characterize the strongly 1-convexity. In this
paper, we prove partially affirmative answers for it.

In this paper, a complex space X is assumed to be Hausdorff and reduced.
We say a complex space X is strongly l-convex if there exists a C°° function φ
on X and a compact subset K of X such that φ is strongly pseudoconvex in
X— K and {x^X; φ(x)<c} is relatively compact in X for any c^R (Andreotti-
Grauert [1]).

THEOREM 1. // on a complex space X there is a compact holomorphic divisor
D such that for any coherent analytic sheaf £F on X, τυe have

H\X, £F®<X[-£]*))=0 x^l

for sufficiently large k, then, X is a strongly l-convex space. Here [— D] denotes
the line bundle induced from the divisor —D.

Proof. We assume D={UJ1fj} where {£/,-} is an open covering of X and
f j ^ Γ ( U j , Ox) with flfJ~

1^Γ(Uir\U3, Ox*\ Let {xn} be a discrete infinite sequ-
ence in X and <3 be the ideal sheaf of {xn}. By the assumption, for sufficiently
large k the following sequence is exact.

r(x, #([-£]*))— *r(x, OZ/J®O(\:-DI*»—» o.
Now, for any s={sj &Γ(X, £>([-/)]*)), s,=(/y/Λ)*s, in ί/,πί/, so we define

s—fιkSi in every Ult which is a well-defined holomorphic function of X. We
put \\s(x)\\ :— \§(x)\. By the above exact sequence there exists sQ<=Γ(X, <X[— D]*))
such that ||s0(*n)||-»oo hence | s0(xn} \ -»oo as n-*co. Therefore X is holomorphic-
ally convex.
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υ Theorem II in [2] is improved by the same method of Hartshone [3] as follows:
X, E and £F are the same as in Theorem II in [2], then there esists a positive integer
k0 such that Γ(X9 ΞFζ>§O(Ek}} generates ^Fx(^)Ox(Ek} for every x<=X and every posi-
tive integer k^kϋ.
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Next, take any two points x, y from X—D, xφy. We can find f^Γ(X, Ox}
such that f(x}Φf(y) in a similar way as above. Let τ : X->Y be the Remmert
reduction of X. Then Γ(X,OZ)^Γ(Y,OY). Since f(x)Φf(y\ τ(x)Φτ(y\ So
τ: X— D— >Y— τ(D) is biholomorphic. Now we take a strongly 1-complete func-
tion φ on Y then 0or is strongly pseudoconvex on X—D, hence X is strongly
1-convex. Q.E.D.

If X is a subvariety of CnxPm, the cohomology vanishing theorem charac-
terize strongly 1-concexity.

LEMMA. Let V be a subvariety of Pm with positive dimension and H be the
hyperplane bundle over V. Then, for suitable integers i (l^f^m) and k,

Proof. If £F is a coherent sheaf on V there is a following exact sequence
on V. (cf. Serre [4])

hm hl h0

(*) 0 — >(0(Hkm)y™ — > ---- >(<X#*ι))Pl — >(<X#*°))P° — >^ — >0

Assume that H\V , O(Hh))=Q for all z>l and k. From (*), there is a short
exact sequence.

0 — >(0(HkmWm^>(0(H*™-W™-* — >Im(/zm_ 1) — >0

So Hl(V, Im(/ιm_ι))= 0 for all z'Ξ>l. By the iteration of this way we obtain
Hl(V, Im(/ι0))=#l(F, £F)=0 for all z>l. Hence V is a Stein space, which is
contrary to our assumption. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 2. Let X be a subvariety of CnxPm, and B be a line bundle over
X which is the pull-back bundle of the hyperplane bundle H of Pm. If, for any
coherent analytic sheaf £F on X, there exists an integer &0 such that

Hl(X,

for every k^k0, then X is a strongly 1-convex space.

Proof. Since X is holomorphically convex, it has the Remmert reduction
π: X-+Y. For any x^Y the fibre π~\x) is a subvariety of Pm. Let {xn} be a
discrete infinite sequence in Y. First, we shall show dimc π~l(xn}— 0 for all suf-
ficiently large n.

Otherwise, we can take a subsequence {xnk} of the sequence {xn} such that
άimcπ~1(xnk)>0 for all xnk. By Lemma there is a subsequence {xa} such that
for some z, l^igm and k« Hl(π-\xa\ O(Bk«))^Q for all a. Now, we put

which is a coherent analytic sheaf over X and supp (£)— U^'X^). Here
α

denotes the trivial extension of O to X. Then for any integer s,
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dime Hl(X, S®0(BS)Ϊ=Σ dimc H\π~\xa\

which is a contradiction.
Thus, there exists a compact set K in Y such that for every x^Y—X dimc

π~\x)=Q. Now if we take a strongly 1-comρlete function φ on Y, φoπ is
strongly pseudoconvex in X—π~\K) where π~\K) is compact since π is proper.
It follows that X is strongly 1-convex. Q.E.D.

The author doesn't know whether Theorem 2 is valid without the assump-
tion that X is a subvariety of CnxPm.
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